


The following d10 list of troll-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s tundras, deserts, swamps, 

oceans, mountains, forests, and anywhere else kobolds might be dwelling. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on 

this table, we hope that the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A giant, hollowed-out crab shell which appears to scuttle across the beach. Living inside the shell is a troll who carries 

it around like a backpack and whose eyes and mouth have mutated into that of a crab.

2. An abandoned summer estate which has begun to crumble and sink down into a recently formed bog. Living within 

the ruins is a troll who decorates itself in the bones of the estate’s once beautiful stable horses.

3. A towering, rotted oak tree with dozens of human and animal carcasses strung up in its branches. Attached to the 

carcasses are mercenary jobs posted by orcs, goblins, and hags for nearby trolls to accept.

4. A crude tent made from baby seal skin pulled tightly over the skeleton of a giant walrus. Living inside the tent is a 

troll with enormous tusks who enjoys raising penguins to use in stews and chowders.

5. An abandoned mine acting as the secret laboratory of a drow necromancer. They’re currently attempting to revive 

the dead using the regenerative properties of trolls which they capture and trap within the mine.

6. A grove of trees growing around a small cottage, all of which is covered in thick lines of sticky webbing. Living inside 

is a troll who devoured an ettercap, causing it to sprout extra limbs and be able to spin webs.

7. A flat, blood-stained rock resting atop the sand in the middle of a desert. Trolls throughout the area bring their kills 

here and crack their heads open on the rock believing it will give them good luck on their next hunt.

8. The cellar of a butcher’s shop in a crowded and filthy city. A troll lives in this cellar, having broken in through the 

sewers, and forces the shop owner to feed it raw meat every morning and night in exchange for their life.

9. The lair of a long-dead beholder made up of dozens of vertical shafts and tunnels. A troll is stuck down here after 

falling in a few months ago but has sustained itself by eating adventures coming in search of treasure.

10. An enormous tarrasque wandering the Underdark with a troll living inside its stomach. The troll’s regenerative prop-

erties allow it to not be digested, and it feeds on whatever the tarrasque swallows. 

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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